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Recent proof-of-principle experiments have demonstrated the implementation of neuromorphic
computing using exciton-polaritons, making use of coherent classical states [D. Ballarini et al., Nano
Lett. 20, 3506 (2020)]. At the same time, it is expected that nonlinear exciton-polaritons can reach
a quantum regime forming non-classical states. Here we consider theoretically the quantum nature
of exciton polaritons and predict a superpolynomial quantum enhancement in image recognition
tasks. This is achieved within experimentally accessible parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Exciton-polariton has emerged as an attractive
quasiparticle, a hybrid of light (photon) and matter (exciton) in semiconductor microcavities, which possesses
the characteristics of long dephasing time and ultrafast
response inherited from their photonic part as well as
strong nonlinearity from their excitonic part [1, 2]. These
properties have encouraged works developing polaritonic
information processing devices [3, 4]. In particular, the
experimental realization of various processing components has been reported, including: logic gates [5, 6],
diodes [7], amplifiers [8], switches [9–12], couplers [13, 14],
junctions [15], transistors [16–18], routers [19, 20], high
speed transmission lines [21] and memories [22]. Although individual elements are well studied with excitonpolaritons, very few experimental works have studied
their combination into complete information processing
systems.
Theoretical works have considered that rather than imitating CMOS logic, exciton-polaritons might be more
suited to alternative architectures of information processing, such as simulators of other systems [23] or Hamiltonian optimizers [24], cellular automata [25], or neural
networks [26]. These proposals have been based on the
high degree of tuneability available in exciton-polariton
systems, which is particularly useful in neural networks
where functionality is determined by the strength of
weight connections between network nodes. In general,
neural network architectures serve as a good platform to
apply machine learning algorithms, which circumvent the
need to encode the function of the network in its design
directly but rather allow it to be learned. Indeed, simple
feedback algorithms have been used in exciton-polariton
experiments to induce specific patterns [27, 28]. However,
so far the implementation of the most well-known feedforward neural networks has not been attempted with
exciton-polaritons, partly due to the large number of
weight connections that would need individual control.
The same challenge of needing to simultaneously con-

trol many weight connections has been avoided in many
other hardware realizations of neural networks by using
so-called reservoir computing networks [29]. These architectures are based on completely randomly connected
distributions of network nodes [30–32], where all training
is implemented in a single output layer, which also greatly
simplifies learning algorithms [33]. Reservoir computing
was considered theoretically for exciton-polariton systems [34, 35] and implemented experimentally shortly
after [36, 37], where benchmarking for the task of recognizing a standard set of hand-written digits showed
the exciton-polariton system to have a higher success
rate than previous hardware implementations of reservoir computing.
All the aforementioned works on exciton-polaritons
have operated with classical coherent states, formed either through direct laser excitation or the formation of a
polariton condensate. On the other hand, polaritons are
quantum particles, which has been evidenced in different
experiments. In particular, the onset of non-classical correlations [38] and squeezing [39, 40] has been reported,
while more recent experiments showed the preservation
of polariton entanglement [41] and imaging of the single polariton wavefunction [42]. Other recent experiments [43, 44] have shown the onset of the polariton
blockade [45], where antibunching is generated from the
interactions between polaritons themselves. Although
the amount of antibunching measured was limited by the
weak polariton-polariton interaction strength, a number
of methods exist for increasing it [46–49].
Here, we consider the performance of polariton reservoir computers accounting for their quantum nature. In
principle, the larger Fock space can be expected to allow
a quantum enhancement, as has been demonstrated for
quantum reservoirs based on spin systems [50–53] and a
single nonlinear oscillator [54] or a qudit [55]. As polariton reservoir computers have previously been benchmarked for image recognition, we will consider images
with their pixels converted into a time-dependent signal that excites the quantum polariton reservoir with a
resonant amplitude and/or phase modulated laser. The
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output from the quantum polariton reservoir is represented by the quasiprobability distribution in phase
space, namely its Wigner function [56], which will be used
to classify the input image. By comparing to simulations
with classical polariton reservoirs, we find that the quantum polariton system is able to classify images with a
single polariton node! We will continue to refer to this
node as the “reservoir” as it nevertheless has a significant
Fock space and fulfils the role of the much larger reservoir of classical reservoir computers, which cannot attain
the same error rate with even hundreds of classical nodes.
The single quantum polariton node exceeds also the limit
of a classical linear classifier and is found empirically to
have a superpolynomial quantum enhancement. We also
compare possibilities using two-photon excitation, which
allows further enhancement.

II. QUANTUM POLARITON RESERVOIR

The physical model considered here consists of only
a single polariton mode, where the Fock states of the
quantum mode form the quantum reservoir network, see
Fig. 1a. The bare Hamiltonian Ĥ0 for the polariton mode
is taken as
Ĥ0 = Eâ† â + αâ† â† ââ,

state of the polariton mode is given by the vacuum state.
The dynamics of the system can be described by the
quantum master equation:
i~ρ̇ = [Ĥ, ρ] +

iγ
L (ρ, â).
2

(3)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), L (ρ, â) is the
Lindblad dissipation superoperator defined as L (ρ, â) ≡
2âρâ† − â† âρ − ρâ† â, and γ is the dissipation rate. As
can be seen from Fig. 1a, the input information is first
fed into the single polariton node. After a finite time τ
of evolution, the Wigner function of the system is calculated from the density matrix ρτ . We note that for
experiments, there are various well-developed methods
for measuring Wigner function. For example, it can be
reconstructed from the homodyne measurements of the
rotated quadrature phase [58] or direct measurements
based on photon counting [59]. In the present scheme,
this may be equivalently performed on the emitted light
from the microcavity. The Wigner function is then sampled discretely on a grid in phase space and the samples
arranged into a vector, f . A final signal is calculated as
Y final = W out X, which is capable of input classification. Here W out is a trained output weight matrix and
the vector X = [1, u, f], which is allowed to also contain

(1)

where â† (â) is the creation (annihilation) operator, E is
the energy of the polariton mode and α is the Kerr nonlinear interaction strength. For encoding information, we
introduce a coherent single photon (SP) and two photon
(T P) pumping, such that the total Hamiltonian (in a rotating frame at the frequency of the pump ωp ) is written
as
Ĥ = ∆â† â + αâ† â† ââ
+F (â† + â) + P (eiΘ â† â† + e−iΘ ââ),

(2)

where F and P are real amplitudes of the SP and T P
pumping, respectively, and we allowed for a phase difference of the T P pump, denoted by Θ. The detuning
term is defined as ∆ = E − ~ωp , and we have assumed
that the pumping frequency of SP (T P) is ωp (2ωp ).
See also Ref. [57], in which a similar treatment is presented. The network structure composed of the Fock
states can be illustrated as follows. The single pumping
P term√in Eq. (2) expressed in the Fock basis reads
n=0 F n + 1(|n + 1ihn| + |nihn + 1|). This way the
SP is seen as nearest neighbour connection between the
Fock states. Similarly, the two photon pumping serves as
the connection between next nearest neighbours. In our
analysis, we compare four different pumping scenarios:
SP (P = 0); T P (F, Θ = 0); SPT P (Θ = 0); as well as
SPT P ′ where Θ = Θ(t) 6= 0.
In our simulations, we evolve the density matrix ρ
under the different pumping methods, where the initial

FIG. 1. The schematic for image classiﬁcation using quantum
polariton reservoir computing. a) Input signals excite a single
nonlinear polariton mode in the form of pumping amplitudes
and/or phases. After a certain time τ , the quasiprobability
distribution in the phase space (Wigner function) is calculated. By applying trained output weights (W out ) to the
Wigner function, a ﬁnal output classiﬁes the input signals
(images). b) Each image (from the MNIST standard data
set) is ﬁrst compressed from 28 × 28 resolution to 4 × 4. The
pixels of the compressed image serve as time-dependent input
signals.
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the input data pixels ui (i = 1, 2, · · · , 16) obtained as
follows. The input image with 28 × 28 resolution is compressed into 4 × 4 pixels (an equivalent procedure has
been used in Ref. [36]), which are then converted into
time-dependent signals with alternating signs, such that
each pixel corresponds to a different input signal value
ui in time, as shown in Fig. 1b. Note that even though
the reduced 4 × 4 images are rather unrecognizable to
humans, they can still be recognized with the machine
trained to do so. We show below that our method can
classify the 4 × 4 resolution images and perform better
than classical polariton computers. Note that all the input signal values u are weighted with a random mask (a
16 × 16 matrix W in ), where its elements are randomly
in
sampled from 0 to Wmax
, before this image information
enters the quantum reservoir as time-dependent pumping
amplitudes (F and P ) or phase (Θ).

mation encoding. For different pumping methods, the
performance is indeed found to improve from SP to T P
to SPT P, and finally to SPT P ′ . This improvement
originates from the different ways the Wigner function
contains the information (distribution and squeezing) in
regards to the different pumping scenarios, see details of
the analysis in Appendix C.

III. PERFORMANCE

Note that we have used ∆/γ = 0.1, α/γ = 0.1 and
in
γτ /~ = 1.2 in our simulations. The Wmax
is optimised
for pumping amplitudes F/γ, P/γ and the phase Θ. The
training procedure is performed on the output weights
W out with ridge regression using a set of randomly chosen and known images from the MNIST database. After
the training, we keep the quantum reservoir fixed and
use a set of unknown images to test and evaluate its efficiency for the image classification task. Details of the
supervised training of the polariton reservoir computing
can be found in Appendix A.
We fix the number of training samples at 4000 and testing samples at 1000. A separate analysis using a linear
classifier method [60], results in a classification error rate
of 29.8% and 26.4% for normalized and unnormalized input signals u, respectively. Due to the compression of the
resolution of each image, it is difficult to achieve a low
error rate with a linear classifier. For our quantum polariton computing, however, considerably lower error rate
is possible. Our results for four different input encoding methods (SP, T P, SPT P, and SPT P ′ ) are shown
in Fig. 2. Details of the influence of physical parameters
in the system are presented in Appendix B. To assess
the scaling of the performance, rather than considering
scaling with the system size, we consider scaling with a
measure of the number of Fock states available to the
quantum reservoir. To do this, we introduce an effective cutoff in the Fock space size, N . This effective cutoff N naturally appears for a finite pumping strength,
which can only inject a finite number of polaritons in the
mode. Of course, in a physical system the Fock space
is unbounded (which can be accessed by increasing the
pumping strength), but we wish to emphasize that the
scaling of Fock space size (which grows quadratically with
N ) can be enhanced by the appropriate choice of infor-

FIG. 2. Classiﬁcation error rate for diﬀerent quantum reservoir sizes (Fock space dimension) N and diﬀerent pumping
methods: labelled SP (single-photon); T P (two-photon);
SPT P (single- and two-photon); and SPT P ′ (single- and
phase-dependent two-photon) as written in the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (2). Each data point is obtained from the results of
10 random realizations of the input weights W in . Panels a
and b present the lowest and average error rate among the
10 realizations of the input weights, respectively, of all the
random realizations.

IV. CLASSICAL POLARITON RESERVOIR

To demonstrate the impressive performance of the
quantum polariton reservoir in image recognition, we
compare our system with classical polariton reservoir
computing. In this case, we consider a square polariton
lattice with Nc polariton modes having random nearestneighbour coupling in a tight-binding model. The dynamics is described by the general discrete nonlinear
Schrödinger equation:
X
X
∂ψn
in
Wnj
vj +
Knm ψm + iγψn
=i
i~
∂t
j=1,2
m∈ñ

2

+α|ψn | ψn ,

(4)

where W in (now a Nc ×2 matrix) is an input mask having
in
in
random weights Wnj
∈ [0, Wmax
], the vector v = [1, u]
containing the input signal, Knm the random nearestneighbour coupling in the lattice, γ the overall gain-loss
profile, α the Kerr nonlinear interaction strength and
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ñ denotes the nearest neighbors of mode n. Note that
in the classical polariton reservoir computing, the obtained output from the reservoir is the intensity of each
mode, i.e., |ψn |2 , whereas in the quantum polariton computing, we use the Wigner function. Similarly to the
quantum case, here X = [1, u, f], where now the vector
f = [|ψ1 |2 , |ψ2 |2 , · · · , |ψNc |2 ].
In simulations, we keep the physical parameters the
same as used in the quantum scenario, i.e., α/γ = 0.1.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, by increasing the lattice size of
the classical polariton reservoir, the error rate saturates
at ∼ 14%. To achieve the same (best) performance as in
the quantum polariton reservoir computing, one requires
a classical reservoir size of 100 polariton modes for SP
and T P, and more than 250 polariton modes for SPT P.
For the lowest error rate (13%) obtained from SPT P ′ ,
the classical polariton computer still cannot be on par
even with nearly 700 polariton modes. We note that the
recent experiments in Ref. [36] reported 86% success rate
for 4 × 4 resolution with a 400-node classical polariton
reservoir. In our case, this is achieved theoretically with
a single quantum polariton mode.

18.5%
17.5%

of a quantum system is traditionally compared with required size of a classical system to achieve the same level
of performance. In this respect, a classical reservoir computer requires hundreds of polariton modes to achieve the
same level of success rates shown by only a single quantum polariton mode. This is clearly a superpolynomial
quantum enhancement. However, noting that a quantum
polariton mode involves many Fock states, another comparison would be between the physical size of a classical
reservoir and the effective number of qubits needed if one
were to construct the Fock space of the quantum mode.
This comparison is typically used to demonstrate quantum advantage in terms of information storage, see, e.g.,
Refs. [61, 62].
The advantage in the quantum regime is illustrated in
Fig. 4. The horizontal axes in Fig. 4 are defined as the
effective number of qubits Nq = log2 N , where N is the
effective Fock space dimension (minimum number of Fock
states required to describe the system). Ideally, the Fock
space dimension of a polariton mode is infinite. However,
with a finite amount of pumping strength only a finite
number of Fock states will be occupied, which defines a
finite effective dimension. Each data point in Fig. 4 corresponds to a specific error rate for image recognition;
for example, the point indicated by the arrow in panel b
represents achieving an error rate ≤ 14%, in which case
it requires less than four effective qubits for the quantum polariton reservoir and 500 modes for the classical
polariton scenario. It is apparent from Fig. 4 that the
quantum polariton reservoir showcases superpolynomial
enhanced performance compared to the classical polariton reservoir. Note that the number of classical modes
Nc is plotted in logarithmic scale in both panels.

14.2%
13.2%

FIG. 3. Classiﬁcation error rate (best and average performance) of the classical polariton reservoir for diﬀerent reservoir sizes Nc . Each data point here is obtained from 10 random realizations of the input weight matrix W in . The four
dashed lines correspond to the best performance of the quantum polariton reservoir in Fig. 2.

V. QUANTUM ENHANCEMENT

By comparison with classical polariton reservoir computing, the quantum polariton reservoir has a clear improvement in terms of performance and system size. This
is possible due to the quantum enhancement originating
from the high dimensionality of the polariton Fock space.
As a measure of quantum enhancement, the physical size

FIG. 4. Superpolynomial enhancement of the quantum polariton reservoir computing. The vertical axis in each panel represents the number of polariton modes required for achieving
a speciﬁc error rate, while the horizontal axis is the number of
eﬀective qubits required in the quantum reservoir computing.
Panels a and b represent the best and average performance,
respectively, of the quantum and classical reservoir.
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VI. CONCLUSION

APPENDIX B: Analysis of Physical Parameters

In this paper, a quantum reservoir network that is
formed by the Fock space of quantum polaritons is shown
to possess the capability for effective image classification
task. By utilizing different pumping methods, i.e., singlephoton and phase-dependent two-photon pumping, we
show performances with an error rate as low as 13% with
practical parameters (e.g., α/γ = 0.1). Our results show
that by exploiting the Fock space dimension of one quantum polariton mode, one can achieve lower error rate
for image classification task, than that obtained from a
classical reservoir with ∼ 700 polariton modes. Finally,
by comparing the required system sizes of the quantum
polariton reservoir (effective number of qubits) and the
classical polariton case for achieving the same classification efficiency, superpolynomial quantum enhancement is
demonstrated. Our results motivate applications exploiting the quantum nature of exciton-polaritons.

Before the input signals (u) enter the reservoir network, a random mask W in is applied to it. The elements
in
in the mask are randomly distributed from 0 to Wmax
.
This way, the actual input signals entering the reservoir
will be W in u. In other words, the amplitude of the input mask determines the pumping strength and/or phase
amplitude. We take the SP pumping method as an exin
ample, vary the Wmax
and analyse the classification error
in
rate. As shown in Fig. B1, with increasing of Wmax
, the
classification error rate goes down.

APPENDIX A: Supervised Training

In the supervised training, we offer the reservoir network a set of known images from the MNIST database,
which correspond to the input signals uk with the
subscript denoting the kth image, where each uk =
[u1 , u2 , · · · , u16 ] and k = 1, 2, · · · , Ntr . Also, before the
signals enter the reservoir, we apply a random mask W in
to each of the input signals uk . With the known images, we have the corresponding desired target outputs
Yktarget . The output we obtain directly from the reservoir
network is its Wigner function, arranged in a vector form
fk . We take the output layer of the reservoir as a vector
Xk = [1, uk , fk ] and the relation between the final output
and the output layer is given by Ykfinal = W out Xk . For
a set of known examples, we have
Y final = W out X ,

(A1)

final
where Y final = [Y1final ; Y2final ; ...; YN
] is the collection
tr
of all the final outputs and X = [X1 ; X2 ; ...; XNtr ] is
the corresponding collection of the obtained outputs.
The purpose of the training is to minimize the difference between Y final and Y target , which stands for
the collection of all the target outputs, i.e., Y target =
target
[Y1target ; Y2target ; ...; YN
]. We apply the ridge regrestr
sion [63] here to get the optimized output weight matrix
W out :

W out = Y target X T (X X T + βI)−1 ,

(A2)

where X T is the transpose of the matrix X , I is an identity matrix and β is the regularization coefficient. The
term βI is used to control the W out , in case there is small
fluctuation in the input signals, the results still converge.

FIG. B1. Average and lowest classiﬁcation error rate for difin
ferent input weight amplitudes (Wmax
), for the SP pumping
scheme. Each point is obtained from 10 random realizations
of the matrix W in . N is ﬁxed at 10.

The significance of nonlinearity in the system is analysed as well for the SP pumping method. To make the
role of nonlinearity more prominent, we vary α while fixing the randomly chosen mask W in and γ. As can be seen
in Fig. B2, with increasing the nonlinearity, the classification error rate drops, which indicates the quantum polariton reservoir works better in stronger nonlinear regime.
In real situations, there might be a fluctuation in the
detuning ∆ coming from the fluctuation in the driving laser frequency ωp . To investigate this, we added
a random time-dependent energy fluctuation term η(t) ∈
[−1, 1]δ (where δ is the fluctuation strength) in the detuning. As an example, we plotted the error rate against the
fluctuation strength for the single photon pumping case
(SP) in Fig. B3. It can be seen that the classification error rate is almost unchanged (∼ 24.5%), which holds true
even if the fluctuation-to-linewidth ratio is δ/γ ∼ 0.1,
corresponding to δ = 0.05 meV for γ = 0.5meV..
We would like to note that a frequency stabilized laser
may be used as a reference for highly stable pump. In
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FIG. B2. Eﬀect of nonlinearity in the system, showing the
classiﬁcation error rate under diﬀerent nonlinear strength.

this case, for example, a fractional frequency stability
√
∼ 5 × 10−16 / τm (τm is measurement time in seconds)
has been demonstrated in Ref. [64]. For polaritons, a
typical laser energy is ∼ 2 eV, which gives a fractional
frequency variation 2.5 × 10−5 in our case. In the case
of highly stable lasers, for τm = 0.1 ps, the fractional
frequency stability is ∼ 1.6×10−9, which is much smaller
than what our system requires.

multaneous laser excitation of signal and pump modes,
one considers simultaneous excitation of signal and idler
modes, which results in effective two particle excitation
√
of the pump mode. In such case P = β ns ni , where β
is the polariton-polariton interaction strength, ns is the
density of polaritons in the signal state, and ni is the
√
density in the idler state. As ns ni is effectively a measure of the density in both signal and idler states (i.e.,
the geometric mean), a typical value of P would correspond to the typical blueshifts measured in experiments
under resonant excitation. Indeed these can be anywhere
between 0 and 1 meV. Varying this value is equivalent to
changing the strength of laser fields, which is routinely
done, potentially with an error as small as 0.02%, see for
example Ref. [72]. In our case, the smallest change of P
is ∼ 0.2 meV, which is much higher than 2 × 10−4 meV
mentioned above.
Last, we also note that the total time should be within
the polariton lifetime. Our simulations indicate that if
we go beyond the polariton lifetime, the error rate increases. This is intuitive as if we go beyond the polariton
lifetime, the information from the earlier input signals
fed into the system is already lost before the later signals
are implemented. This is a key difference from a classical
system, where an incoherent pump could compensate the
loss due to finite lifetime. In a quantum reservoir, this is
not possible as incoherently injected polaritons will not
have the same quantum correlation with rest of the polaritons injected by the input signal.

APPENDIX C: Wigner Function of Different
Pumping Methods

FIG. B3. Dependence of classiﬁcation error rate on the ﬂuctuation strength of the driving frequency for the single photon
pumping case.

The two photon pumping can be realized with an inverse four-wave mixing process, e.g., see Ref. [65]. This
theoretically proposed configuration is similar to routinely studied four-wave mixing in microcavities [66–71],
only instead of considering a polariton amplifier with si-

As shown in the main text, we have a clear improvement by utilising different pumping methods for the
quantum reservoir network, the origin of which we now
analyse. As we use Wigner function as the output from
the quantum reservoir network, we shall check its distribution for each of the pumping schemes and strength.
Fig. C1a, b, c and d show the quasiprobability distribution in phase space under weaker pumping strength for
the scenario of SP, T P, SPT P, and SPT P ′ , respectively (see Eq. (2) in the main text and the explanation
that follows). Furthermore, by increasing the pumping
strength, the corresponding Wigner functions appear as
in Fig. C1e-h.
It is clear from the SP pumping scheme in Fig. C1
panels a and e, that by increasing the pumping strength,
the Wigner function retains the Gaussian-shape, but the
center moves. In this case, for different input signals,
the center of quasiprobability distribution in phase space
is driven to different positions. A different mechanism
happens for the T P pumping method, see Fig. C1b and
f. For different pumping strength, the distribution stays
in the center but they have different “squeezed” shapes.
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FIG. C1. Distribution of Wigner function under diﬀerent pumping methods. Panel a-d correspond to the Wigner function
with SP, T P, SPT P and SPT P ′ pumping methods, respectively. Panels e-h are the corresponding ones with higher pumping
strength.

Hence, for SP and T P one can think that, in the phase
space, we have one degree of freedom for each method,
which is position (SP) and squeezing (T P). To some
extent, this explains why the error rates of SP and T P
pumping methods are quite close.
However, if we look at Fig. C1c and g, with stronger
pumping strength, the position and the squeezing of the
distribution both change, which means that under the
combined pumping schemes SPT P, we have two degrees
of freedom. With this scheme, different input signals will
provide us with more varied outputs, and this improves
the classification process. We go further to the fourth
pumping method (SPT P ′ ), in which we also encode the
input information with a phase Θ. As shown in Fig. C1d
and h, when we increase the pumping strength, we obtained a Wigner function with different center position,
squeezing strength and direction. With these three degrees of freedom, we are able to get a classification error
rate as low as 13%.
The Wigner functions shown in Fig. C1 are not negative (which is normally used to indicate the presence
of quantumness). We note that quantum enhancement
in this paper is associated with the exploitation of the
largely available Fock space as compared to the classical
multi-network polariton computer. The different pumping schemes then serve as different “encoding” methods in
which information is fed into the largely available space
in the quantum case.
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